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Canopus EDIUS NX PCIe
with HD Expansion Kit
plus Free upgrade to EDIUS Pro 4

RM6,499
Some advocates on a low budget say you could get
realtime editing performance with a reasonably
priced but powerful PC and a reasonable priced
"realtime" editing software. This is true to a certain
extent but as you add more effects to your video like
Picture-in-Picture, 3D transitions plus numerous
effects and filters, your realtime preview and
playback performance will diminish. Moreover,
software-based NLEs do not give a true realtime
video resolution & frame rate output to a video
monitor - a vital component required by the
professional video editor.
Canopus EDIUS NX redefine video production
capability & affordability with a groundbreaking,
tightly integrated software & hardware:
Realtime mixed format editing of NTSC/PAL,
DV, MPEG-2, Quicktime, Flash video,
uncompressed and lossless SD video with
EDIUS Pro editing software
Realtime, render-free output to DV and analog
devices, directly from the timeline
Realtime aspect ratio conversion and output,
including 16:9-4:3
Realtime effects, keyers, transitions and titles
High-quality proprietary software codecs,
including the award-winning Canopus HQ codec
High-quality analog and digital inputs/outputs for
DV, S-Video, composite video and unbalanced
audio
Hardware-based video overlay design for
accelerated SD editing
Furthermore, EDIUS NX gives you realtime, full
quality, full frame rate analog and DV output,
which allows you to preview your work in progress
on the type of display on which it will ultimately be
seen - a video display.

Canopus EDIUS NLE software version 4.0 (NEW!)
The new EDIUS 4.0 software offers the highest image quality & performance
available today in any SD/HD video editing solution. Featuring the revolutionary
Canopus HQ Codec, EDIUS Pro 4.0 provides professionals with advanced realtime,
mixed format SD/HD editing, compositing, chroma keying, titling and timeline output
capabilities. Unrivaled video transcoding technology performs realtime conversion
between different HD and SD resolutions (1920x1080*, 1440x1080, 1280x720 &
720x480), aspect ratios (16:9 & 4:3) and frame rates (60i, 50i & 24p).
Delivering realtime playback & DV output of all effects, keyers, transitions & titles, EDIUS Pro 4.0 can export projects
to any format or medium required, including DVD-Video, directly from the timeline. Additional new features in EDIUS
Pro 4.0 is Nested timeline sequences & Multicam editing of up to eight different sources simultaneously.
* EDIUS Broadcast 4.0 includes all the features of EDIUS Pro 4.0 video editing software plus a full range of industrystandard format support features, including support for newer, non-tape forms of video recording and storage, such as
DVCPRO® P2 and XDCAM™.
EDIUS 4.0 will be on display during Malaysia No.1 International Broadcasting Industry Show, IBIS 2006 from
th
th
5 to 8 of September 2006 at Booth No. A029, Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre.
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